
Geophysicist by background with a 
proven track-record of performing, taking the 
initiative and delivering fit for purpose results 
quickly. I am an effective team worker with an 
ability to stimulate and enthuse others. I 
demonstrate an Explorer “can-do” entrepre-
neurial mentality as well as creative when 
solving problems. I also have a proven track 
record of adapting quickly  onto different 
working   environments  and   cultures by   
working   across  several regions around the 
globe.

    
  Experience on the end-to-end cycle of prospect maturation for clastic 
systems.   I do have considerable experience in interpreting 2D & 3D 
seismic (Velocity Model, Depth Conversion, Attribute analysis, Synthet-
ic, Well tie) in a variety of geological settings.                                 
Involved in low-unit finding cost (UFC) projects by booking HC 
volumes (CR) without drilling or by doing it cheaper or better.  
  My experience also includes Well Operations  as geoscientist focal 
point for two High Pressure (HP) wells. I led after action reviews (AAR / 
X-ORP 5) as well as booking Contigent Resources (CRIN).  In total > 
60 MMboe UR were delivered through projects I was leading or 
executing in Nigeria.        
  My current role as a Product Owners on Digitalization is a proof 
of concept on my capacity to adapt quickly, with a small team we 
have been able to create solutions for Exploration with state of art 
applications and analytical tools.  
  Strong workstation skills and quick to learn/adapt to new technolo-
gies (Spotfire, Illustrator, Python, Arcgis).

Universidad Simón Bolívar

Play based Evaluation & Prospecting 

Leadership Strenghts
Skills

  Reliability-Trustworthiness, always open and honest, people usually 
build good trust in me. 
  Positivity, this is one of my major attributes; I can create positive and 
healthy working/social atmosphere. 
  Consultancy skills and ability to deliver quality results on tight 
timelines. 

   Hobby ; Social Media with 1.5 million followers 

RAFAEL NAVARRO
Exploration Geoscientist

 Geophysical Engineer (BSc)
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Manuel Poupon; Regional Chief SAAF

Francesco Menapace; X-Digi BOM
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Experience 13 yrs 
Working Locations

Profile

Caracas, Venezuela (2001-2006)



Shell International Exploration & Production  |  Senior Exploration Geoscientist (Technical Lead)
OCT 2018 - JUN 2020

  My role consisted on the  on the rejuvenation of the shallow water Nigeria’s portfolio, acting as technical lead. The 
project consists in two phases;  Generation of regional play maps and the revised portfolio (leads/prospects) with volumes 
& risk associated.
  In this role I have initiated my digitalization path, leading efforts that can save considerable time in well-known basins 

(matured). One of them is plotting Hydrocarbon Plots (all scenarios) automatically  from coorporate data set (CDS), TDM is 
working on Standardizing the project. Pilot trail worked well for Nigerian Data Base, with more than 90 thousand reser-
voirs in 3000 wells. I aslo created a new recipe in Nigeria for maturing prospect with multiple RSPs.
  Part of my role was leading (technically) a multidisciplinary team of 10 people.

Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria (SPDC)  |  Exploration Geoscientist 
JULY 2014 - OCT 2018

Shell US Hosting Company    |  Senior X-Digi Geoscientist (Product Owner)
JUN 2020 - ACTUAL

Product Owner for:
  PlayStation is a map-based app that allows UPX (Exploration) to take more accurate decision across the globe. The work 

has been done to support PNB with a full integration between multiple data source with the goal of bringing geological 
and commercial context on plays.
  Global QC Dashboard is a BI tool that extract analytics & insight from our portfolio database (BP2), this tool allows the 

user to QC properties that can range from Reservoir, Fluid or Volumetrics. The user is also able to drill-down data to get 
further insights on the fly.
  Currently building the Digital Learning path for Analytics tools in Exploration

Prospect owner for two (2) exploration HP wells (Gbaran 26 & 27), which targeted high pressure geological settings 
(pp>0.94) with a final TD > 16000 ftss. My role was being focal point in exploration, updating in a daily basis the 
geological model, also providing support for daily morning broadcasts and VSP acquisition, including novel technique 
Look-Ahead VSP which was used to estimate the pressure ahead the bit. 
I was also responsible of updating the subsurface model and the outcome + AAR of the wells to the leadership team in 

Shell, subsurface evaluation included velocity models, resources-volumetrics, QI, up-dip prospectivityand the official hand 
over to development (E2D).
In 2016 from the Land Team I moved to the Shallow Offshore Team, the key role developed during this period was mainly 

contributing to the bottom line of the company by adding CR without incurring any extra EXPEX. In 2017, 22.8 MMboe UR    
Oil equivalent as per R1 was handed over to Development by digging the data and bringing technologies (CTD, AVD, 
Syn2D Modeling) and new workflows. This project contributed with more than 15% of total Nigeria CR original promise 
for 2017. 
Late 2017 I took over the HD-JK project looking for potential drilling opportunities, in Synergies with the asset, exploration 

was playing a great opportunity to influence FID by making projects more attractive and cheaper. My main role was 
maturing prospects in cluster mode from earth model down to volumetric in Geox (setting parameters for distributions). 



I led the processing of the new seismic data acquired in Qatar (2012 -2013) and liaised virtually with the processing 
team in P&T Holland to ensure lack of work repetition and to maximize geology vs. geophysical input in processing.
Responsible for well ties, synthetic generation and TD functions for Qatar and responsible of VSP preparation and opera-

tions of our exploration well QSD-1. I provided real time operational support of VSP operations as service provision on 
behalf of Qatar Shell to Qatar Petroleum on recent North Field appraisal wells.
I contributed to the delivery of the novel technology trial tested in Qatar in 2012 based on a battery-less fiber optic 

seismic system (4000 channels) being developed by Shell and PGS. I contributed to the processing of the data and 
showcased the technology to the Minister of Energy in an open house event organized by QSRTC. 

Halliburton / Pemex  |  Seismic Interpreter VCD (Depth Water), Mexico
JUNE 2011 - DEC 2011

Seismic quality control and development of re-processing proposal. Development of calibrated, velocity models with 
offset well data for Pore Pressure Prediction.  
Trion-1 well spudded Q3 of 2012 in ultra-depth waters (2364 m) with a TD of 7500m in GOM (cinturon perdido). 
Supremus-1 well spudded Q4 of 2012 in ultra-depth waters (2142 m) with a TD of 4000 m in GOM (cinturon perdi-

do).

Gesca / Alange  |  Senior Interpreter,  Colombia
MARCH 2010 - FEB 2011

Structural and stratigraphic interpretation of 2D/3D seismic data (attributes, faults, horizons, time–depth conversion, 
structural model) in the thrust area of the Llanos Foothills and Southern Catatumbo-Lake Maracaibo basin of Colombia. 
Prospect generation through structural mapping and seismic attribute interpretation and analysis. 
Velocity and time depth conversions, integrating geologic data to deliver depth contoured structure maps. Tie of well and 

seismic data by using synthetics and VSP.
Design of new seismic acquisition surveys in Catatumbo Basin 3D - 60 km2 (Mesa software). 
Aim was to development 2 well proposals for production wild cats, appraisal wells. To this end, I identified new oil and 

gas prospects, proposed new location for prospective drilling and provided input for detailed well planning within 8 
months. These wells were drilled based on my integrated prospect evaluation work resulting in new finds and improved 
production

Qatar Shell (QSSC)  |  Senior Seismic Interpreter
APRIL 2012 - JULY 2014



Click Click Click

Click Here

SBV, Seismic Acquisition  |  Field Operator (QC), Venezuela
FEB 2008 - FEB 2010

I worked as geophysicist in two seismic acquisition projects using Dynamite sources in Venezuela;
Project Mantecal 07 2D 3C (onshore), operated by PDVSA SERVICIOS. 
Project Boyaca 07 2D 3C (onshore), operated by PDVSA SERVICIOS.

My role consist to the planning and execution of the 2D seismic data acquisition, with emphasis on quality control of data 
recording and initial field pre-processing. Also giving support as field engineer in offset generation, drilling and QC for 
geophone’s ground coupling.  
In addition, responsible for quality control of simultaneous potential methods such as audio magnetic telluric, refraction, 

gravimetry, magnetometry and also up-hole shots to model weathering layer thickness and velocity.

Francesco Menapace; BOM X-Digi
Francesco.Menapace@shell.com
Tlf: +1 (832) 638-3884
_____________________________

Harvey Craig; Nile Delta Manager
C.Harvey@shell.com
Tlf: +20 226144262
_____________________________

Manuel Poupon; Regional Chief SAAF
Manuel.Poupon@shell.com  
Tlf: +31703776862
_____________________________

Arjan Van Vliet; Team Lead (NL)
Arjan.VanVliet@shell.com
_____________________________

ReferencesHighlights

r.navarroluna@shell.com

+346 606 3179

Contact

 In Nigeria, I carried out an awareness campaign regarding 
environmental pollution which brought excellent results both internally 
(company) and externally (community). The campaign spread through 
several regional and international outlets and the role I played was 
simply on initiating the spark by having a real-time monitor device 
that allowed people to connect and see. Here are links to articles 
that refers to my work (hoover and then click!): 

 In Venezuela, The only reason I have been interested in social 
media is because of the power of its windows, I have used mine 
with about 1.5 million followers to counter the great disinformation 
campaigns that exist everywhere. At the same time, in a period of 
volatility in my country, I played a leading role on helping multiple 
organizations with different NGO’s for charitable purposes such as 
food, clothing and other aids. 
I consider myself a person with an immense burden of social 

responsibility, I like keep “trying” on making impact on many burning 
issues we have today in our world.  

@onepalon/onepalo

Nick Hogg; Team Lead (Brunei)
Nick.Hogg@shell.com
_____________________________

https://www.iqair.com/blog/success-stories/air-quality-in-africaClickClick https://www.france24.com/en/20180423-nigerians-demand-air-quality-data-over-pollution-fearsClickClickhttps://undark.org/2018/10/22/air-pollution-lagos/ClickClick

https://www.onepalo.com/Click HereClick Here


